PSE
Practically Speaking English

Tongue Twisters and Pronunciation Practice
“OUGH”
Though I was coughing, I could see the baker through the window.
I thought that the baker ought to know not to prepare dough on a
rough table.
-----------------Y
Yes! Yesterday I ate your yummy yogurt.
-----------------M
The man named Tim has a worm on his drum.
-----------------B &V
Five very big brave bugs bit seven brown birds.
-----------------“OULD” – The “L” is silent
I know I should and I would if I could.
-----------------SH & CH
She should choose to share her chips with Charlie.
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Easy
1. Which wristwatch is the Swiss wristwatch?
2. A cup of coffee in a copper coffee pot
3. We shall surely see the sun shine soon
4. Any noise annoys an oyster, but a noisy noise annoys an oyster most.
5. The rain in Spain falls mainly on the plain.
6. I think about that thumb thoroughly, then I think about nothing.
7. Sam shaved seven shy sheep.
8. Sally shouldn’t shake salt shakers, should she?
9. We went west to visit our five favorite, very wonderful relatives.

Difficult
1. Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers. A peck of pickled peppers
Peter Piper picked. If Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled peppers, where
is the peck of pickled peppers Peter Piper picked?
2. How many cans can a canner can if a canner can can cans? A canner can
can as many cans as a canner can if a canner can can cans.
3. How much wood would a woodchuck chuck if a woodchuck could chuck
wood? He would chuck, he would, as much as he could, if a woodchuck
could chuck wood.
4. Thirty thirsty brothers want to wet their whistle with very wet water.
5. We went west to visit our five favorite, very wonderful relatives.
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